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Presenters



• Know your enemy: Describe what the peer review process entails

• Look before you leap: Provide information about what is expected of 

reviewers

• You can be part of the problem or part of the solution: Describe good 

practices for participating in the review process  

• Perfect practice makes perfect: Provide practical experience with reviewing 
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Goals of this Tutorial



• Gripe sessions about poor quality reviews

• Complaints about the peer review process

• Provide a magic bullet to get all your papers accepted

• Give a deterministic algorithmic approach to writing good reviews  
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What This Tutorial Is Not About



• Part 1: Introducing the review process

• Part 2: Reviewing papers

• Practical 1: Writing a review

• Part 3: Dealing with reviewers as an author

• Part 4: Being a PC chair, action editor or area chair

• Practical 2: Formulating a meta review 
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Tutorial Outline



Part 1:

Introducing the Review Process
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1. Understand the basics of peer review, particularly for ML, DM and AI

2. Provide an overview of how conferences structure the review process

3. Describe the journal review process
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The Three Goals of Part 1



• Oxford: “a judgement on a piece of scientific or other professional work by 

others working in the same area”

• Wikipedia: “Scholarly peer review (also known as refereeing) is the process 

of subjecting an author's scholarly work, research, or ideas to the scrutiny of 

others who are experts in the same field”
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What is Peer Review?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scholarly_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expert


• You are very close to your work

• Hard to identify flaws

• Description is clear to you: you’ve done it and written it up after all!

• Goal: Provide an “outside” check on your work in order to improve it
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Why Do We Have Peer Review? 

But then why are all my papers being rejected?

In practice, venues have different “prestige” levels



• Technical correctness: Are there errors in the theory, algo, experiments?

• Clarity: Can the reader understand what you did?

• Novelty: Does the paper propose a new question, setting, or approach?

• Significance: How important or generally applicable are your findings?
(i.e., 0.01% reduction in error on MNIST vs. XGBoost)

• (Reproducibility): Can you or someone else reproduce, e.g., results?
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CS Peer Review in Practice Attempts to Assess



• Workshops and small conferences with less than 100 submissions

• Medium to large conferences with ~1000 submission (e.g., ECMLPKDD, KDD)

• Very large conferences with ~5000 submissions (e.g., AAAI, ICML)

• Journals (e.g., MLJ, DMKD) 
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Four Typical Submission Venues

While there are important differences, at high level the review 

process is similar for each of these venues in CS



• Blind (e.g., ECMLPKDD, most journals): Criticize peers without fear of retribution

• Authors do not know the identities of the reviewers

• Reviewers know the identity of the authors 

• Reviewers know the identities of the other reviewers 

• Double blind (e.g., ICML, AAAI): Eliminate biases based authors’ reputations

• Authors do not know the identities of the reviewers

• Reviewers do not know the identity of the authors 

• Reviewers know the identities of the other reviewers

• Triple Blind (e.g., ICDM): Eliminate biases based on reviewers’ reputation

• Authors do not know the identities of the reviewers

• Reviewers do not know the identity of the authors 

• Reviewers do not know the identities of the other reviewers
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Review Types



• Workshops: Incomplete, work-in-progress

• Check for “kernel’’ of an idea

• Try to help focus subsequent research 

• Top-level conferences: Mature, stand-alone contribution

• Check for novelty, significance, clarity and technical correctness

• Given the format, there can be some loose ends

• Journals: Complete contribution or unifying several strands of work

• Extended conference papers: 25% – 30% new work

• All the details are present, no loose ends
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Goals of Reviewing



• PC Chairs (2-4 people): End responsibility for accept / reject 

• Focus on borderline cases and balancing across different areas / subfields

• Big problems (dual submissions, plagiarism, …) 

• Area Chairs (< 100 large conferences): Interface between SPC and PC chairs

• Rank papers across different Senior PCs

• Troubleshoot problems such as finding extra reviewers 

• Senior PCs (50-300): Write meta reviews with an initial recommendation

• Lead discussions 

• Find extra reviewers for borderline cases or if disagreement

• PC Members (100s-1000s): Write reviews and participate in discussions
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Conference / Workshop Organization



Goal: Qualified people who are familiar with the conference

Approach: Hierarchically fill out the committee

• PC chairs pick the ACs: Based on (who they know)

• Recommendations from other ACs 

• Who has served previously

• ACs propose SPCs: (who they know) that satisfies PC chair’s criteria

• > 5 years after PhD

• Track record

• SPCs propose PC members: (who they know) that satisfies PC chair’s criteria 

• Have PhD 

• Excellent track record (e.g., > 4 AAAI papers)
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Prior to a Conference Submission Deadline: 

Finding ACs, SPCs, and PC Members

Challenge: No institutional memory about who is a good reviewer



• Time between paper submission and notification for 2018 conferences

• ECML/PKDD ≈ 9 weeks 

• IJCAI and KDD ≈ 11 weeks

• ICML ≈ 13 weeks

• NeurIPS ≈ 15 weeks

• Where does the time go:

• Assign papers to reviewers: 1 – 2 weeks

• Write reviewers: 2 – 5 weeks

• Author rebuttal: 3 – 7 days 

• Discussion: 7 – 10 days

• Meta Review:  3 – 10 days

• Final decisions: 7 – 10 days
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From Hope to Agony or Elation: 

Conference Papers from Submission to Decision



• Large conferences automatically assign papers to people based on

• PC chair selected keywords: authors and reviewers must select these Bids: 

Reviewers actively select which papers are of interest

• (Possibly) context matching systems

• Try to limit the number of papers per reviewer

• Often some manual tweaking based on unknown conflicts of interest, people 

not feeling qualified to review a paper, etc. 
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Assigning Papers to ACs, SPCs and PC members

Challenges: Many people do not bid, many no bids, few yes bids



• SPC, reviewers and possibly AC engage in a discussion with the goal

• Resolve factual issues and misunderstandings

• Consider information provided by an author rebuttal

• Refine arguments about the paper and possibly reach a consensus

• SPC typically initiates the discussion along the lines above

• Reviewers are not required to change their minds but SHOULD

• Participate in the discussion

• Address factual issues or points they’ve missed or misunderstood

• Thoughtfully consider authors’ response 
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Discussion Phase

Challenges: Lack of participation by reviewers, rebuttal ignored



• Meta-review: Relatively short review that

• Summarizes strengths, weaknesses, and possibly discussion

• Offers a decision and a justification

• Good meta reviewers do not simply average scores and instead consider

• Review quality and quality of arguments 

• Own opinion as they often read (carefully) borderline papers

• ACs and PC chairs can and do overrule the recommended decisions

• Balance across subfields

• Favor certain types of borderline papers
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Meta Review and Decision Phase

Challenges: Decision and meta review may not align 



• Journals are typically structured hierarchically with

• Editor-in-chief: Analogous to PC chairs, but do more reviewing

• Action editors: Analogous to SPCs, but do more reviewing

• Editorial board: Analogous to PC (i.e., commit to reviewing), but can say no

• External reviewers: Review on ad-hoc basis

• Reviewing is structured similarly to conferences except

• Review cycle is longer (in CS) and of unknown duration

• Slightly different outcomes for papers

• Iterative interaction with the same reviewers

• Much more targeted selection of reviewers
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Journal Review Process



• Summary reject: Rejected without review or a short one from EiC or AE

• Out of scope (very common in other disciplines) 

• Clearly lacking in some regard

• Reject: May not resubmit the paper to that journal 

• Major revisions: May resubmit but requires substantial changes

• Must make changes or really convincingly argue why not (or risk rejection)

• Must submit a response saying how you’ve addressed the point

• Paper is rereviewed, usually by the same reviewers (No guarantee they accept)

• Minor revisions: Must make small number of minor edits 

• Must submit a response

• Usually just checked by the action editor
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Outcomes from a Journal Submission



• Paper checked by the publisher: 0 – 7 days

• EiC checks paper rejects it or assigns it to an AE: 1 – 4 weeks

• Action Editor: 1 – 4 weeks

• Checks for a summary reject

• Assigns the paper to reviewers, typically asking at least one member of the 

journal’s editorial board

• Review period: 4 - ?? weeks

• AE synthesizes reviews into a decision letter: 1 – 2 weeks
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Paper Flow: Initial Submission 

Challenges: Finding reviewers and reviewers ignoring invitations



• Major revisions:

• Action Editor checks revised version: 1 – 4 weeks

• Checks that the revised version addressed the required comments

• SAME reviewers referee the paper: 4 - ?? weeks

• AE synthesizes reviews into a decision letter: 1 – 2 weeks

• Minor revisions:

• AE checks revised version

• Possible asks for 1 or 2 of the same reviewers to check the paper

• AE makes a decision
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Paper Flow: Resubmissions Go Directly to AE



Part 2:

Writing Good Reviews

24
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Starring…

Lisa, a good reviewer

Burns, a bad reviewer

Homer, an ugly reviewer

Minor concerns

Significant concerns

Cause for rejection

Biased, unreliable, rude, narcissistic, self-centered

Means well, but causes mostly frustration
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Terminology

• Using terminology from conferences here, but much applies also to journal 

reviewing

• SPC (senior PC member) : the person who will read all the reviews of a 

particular paper, and make a recommendation (a.k.a. meta-reviewer, or 

sometimes area chair)
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What is Your Job as a Reviewer?

• 1: Help chairs / editors guarantee the quality of accepted papers

• They should be interesting

• They should be accessible

• They should satisfy scientific standards

• 2: Help authors improve this paper (and/or write better papers in the future)

• Help them understand why the paper did not get in

• Provide hints on how to improve it

• The way you review should reflect these goals
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Not Your Job as a Reviewer

• Evaluate the intelligence of the authors

• Change the paper into how you would have written it

• Evaluate how interesting the paper is to you (rather than to some audience)

• Try to make the authors solve a different problem

• Make authors feel bad about having submitted this paper

• Try to increase citations to your own work
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Some Example Reviews

• Have a quick look - what do you like / not like?
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Example: 3 Reviews for a Workshop Paper

This paper describes what element have to be considered in order to (statistically) appropriately evaluate learners, in particular with cross-validation.   The 

paper is very pleasant to read and should be of interest to the machine learning community (especially sections 4 and 5).

A few suggestions/remarks:

- in the abstract: use 'understandable' instead of 'comprehensible'

- the experimental evaluation is not only "Because the behavior of all these methods is not always theoretically well-understood", but also to stress its 

theoretical assumptions in the real world, etc. Starting the paper with this sentence sounds a bit awkward. 

- a few Latex overflows in the right column (formulas)

- in Definition 8: Could you integrate the case where |T| is not a multiple of k?

- Figure 1 could be clarified. 

- I would be interested to see the discussion in 4.1 and 4.2 relate to [Demsar,2006], which is the ML reference for the comparison of learners. 

[Demsar,2006] J. Demšar, “Statistical comparisons of classifiers over multiple datasets,” The Journal of Machine Learning Research, vol. 7, pp. 1–30, 2006.

—

Model evaluation is a central task in data mining and cross validation one of the most common methods.  This paper makes an important contribution to 

statistical analysis of this frequently misunderstood area.

—

This paper considers the role of cross-validation in studies of supervised learning performance. The paper carefully addresses many of the subtleties of 

performance evaluation. As the authors' note, this material is familiar in statistics, but not so readily available, or recognised, in machine learning and 

data mining. 

I particularly approve of the clear delineation between performance measures that do, or do not, condition on a single training data set. This is a core 

distinction that needs to be understood, to separate out the role of different types of study. 

Experimental results provide some interesting, and perhaps cautionary insights.

I am keen to support this paper, with the slight proviso that it may be too long.
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Example Review, International Conference (1/3)
*1: Is the paper relevant to ***?  [X] Yes

*2: How innovative is the paper?  [X] -4 (Not very much)

*3: How would you rate the technical quality of the paper? [X] -4 (Low)

*4: How is the presentation? [X] -2 (Marginal)

*5: Is the paper of interest to *** users and practitioners? [X] 1 (No)

*6: What is your confidence in your review of this paper?  [X] 1 (Medium)

*7: Overall recommendation [X] -4: should reject (below acceptance bar)

*8: Summary of the paper's main contribution and impact

This paper proposes to use constraints to select clusterings generated by different unsupervised clustering algorithms.

*9: Justification of your recommendation

The approach is simplisitc and in lack of research value.

*10: Three strong points of this paper (please number each point)

1. Easy to follow

*11: Three weak points of this paper (please number each point)

1. Simplistic with limited novelty, technical depth and research value

*12: Is this submission among the best 10% of submissions that you reviewed for ***?  [X] No

*13: Would you be able to replicate the results based on the information given in the paper?  [X] Yes

*14: Are the data and implementations publicly available for possible replication?  [X] No

*15: If the paper is accepted, which format would you suggest?  [X] Short Paper

*16: Detailed comments for the authors

This paper proposes to use constraints to choose between clusterings generated by different unsupervised algorithms. The paper also experimentally 

shows that this strategy is superior to semi-supervised algorithms. 

The proposed approach is not only over simplisitc, but also not promising/convincing to me. I don't find much research value in this direction.
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Example Review, International Conference (2/3)
*8: Summary of the paper's main contribution and impact

With instance-level (must-link and cannot-link) constraints, typical methods for constrained clustering modify a known algorithm (such as k-means) to accommodate the 

constraints or use the constraints to learn a distance function (or similarity metric). This paper considers a simple and elegant idea: generate clusterings using different 

clustering methods and choose a clustering which satisfies the largest number of given constraints. This idea is explored empirically and shown to be pretty effective on 

many data sets.

*9: Justification of your recommendation

The basic idea is simple and elegant. It is a pleasant surprise to see that it actually works well. A nice benefit of the idea is that it allows existing algorithms to be used without 

any modification. The paper also suggests a method for selecting most informative constraints. The presentation is very nice and it was a pleasure to read this paper. This paper 

represents a very good contribution to the topic of constrained clustering.

*10: Three strong points of this paper (please number each point)

(1) The main idea is novel, simple and elegant. It was a pleasant surprise to see that the idea works very well in practice.

(2) The presentation is very nice and makes the paper easy to understand.

(3) The experimental results are comprehensive and discussed very carefully.

*11: Three weak points of this paper (please number each point)

The only minor weak point is that if all the chosen clustering algorithms produce solutions that satisfy only a small number of the given constraints, one may not be able to use 

any of the solutions. (The authors seem to have recognized this; the paper presents a method to choose informative constraints.)

*16: Detailed comments for the authors

As mentioned above, the basic idea is simple and elegant. It is very surprising that it works well on a large collection of data sets. The presentation is very nice. The comments 

and suggestions below are (very) minor.

In practice, some constraints may be more important than others. Thus, users may specify a utility value for each constraint and your method can be trivially extended to 

choose a solution which has the largest utility value among all the solutions.

At present, you are counting the number of satisfied constraints and choosing the solution that satisfies the largest number of constraints. One of the minor difficulties with 

this approach is the following. Suppose there are N must-link (ML) constraints and N cannot-link (CL) constraints. There may be two clusterings with the first satisfying all the 

ML constraints and the second satisfying all the CL constraints. Since you are choosing one of these solutions randomly, the user may not know about the other solution.

Since your method is based on choosing a solution that satisfies the largest number of constraints, it is not clear whether the method can be extended to cluster-level 

constraints (e.g. minimum separation between two clusters). This may be another topic for future research.

Same paper, R2
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Example Review, International Conference (3/3)

*8: Summary of the paper's main contribution and impact

The paper provides an experimental evaluation of two simple ideas to select the "best" clustering result among results produced by different clustering 

algorithms using different parameter settings, given pairwise constraints: (1) select the result that satisfies the constraints the best; (2) in an active setting, query 

the pair of objects on which the given clustering results disagree the most.

*9: Justification of your recommendation

While the paper is well written, it is technically shallow and rather trivial.

*10: Three strong points of this paper (please number each point)

1) Easy to understand.

2) Compares against many different clustering methods.

2) Results show that the approach can work well on some data sets.

*11: Three weak points of this paper (please number each point)

1) Trivial ideas.

2) No theoretical or otherwise technical depth.

3) Experimental results are not entirely compelling.

*16: Detailed comments for the authors

The paper is as trivial as a paper would be that would experimentally show how well a sequential scan can perform compared to index structures on some high 

dimensional data sets. While this can definitely be shown experimentally, given suitable data sets, you won't find such a paper because of its triviality. What you 

can find is a paper that shows theoretically why the sequential scan will outperform index structures under some assumptions about the data distribution 

containing also an experimental section. The current paper lacks completely any kind of analysis or theoretical justification that would give me some confidence 

in why this method should work in general (or at least in some well understood scenarios). The evidence for its performance is based only on 10 UCI 

classification data sets - for me that is not enough.

Same paper, R3



• Starts with a brief summary of what the paper is about
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A Good Review…

“Why a summary?  The authors know what the paper is 

about, they don’t need to be reminded”

1. It’s useful for the SPC / AC

2. It clarifies my view of the paper (what do I think is its main message?)

3. It provides context for the remainder of the review, making it easier to interpret 

comments.



• Starts with a brief summary of what the paper is about (so the SPC and authors 

know your view of what the paper is really about)

• They see what you consider the important message of the paper

• It provides context for the remainder of the review

• Evaluates the paper on all important criteria (correctness, readability, impact, …)

• Mentions strengths and weaknesses of the paper

• Mentions how important these strengths and weaknesses are

• Motivates these claims (why is this weakness sufficient reason for rejection?)

• Uses arguments that are precise enough to be refutable

• Provides constructive feedback to the authors
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A Good Review…
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Criterion: Correctness

• Read the paper critically: do you believe what is being claimed? If you find it hard 
to believe, check extra carefully.

• Are design choices motivated?  Are arguments provided?   Are they solid?

• Are the experiments sound and convincing?  Do they take away all doubt?

• Pay attention to formal correctness of definitions, theorems, …

• Check proofs!  If you can’t: inform the SPC you were not able to.

• Distinguish:

• Small errors that are easily fixed and don’t cause confusion

• Errors that cause misunderstandings, making it more difficult to understand 
the rest of the paper, or that jeopardize conclusions
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Criterion: Accessibility

• Is this paper accessible (readable, understandable) to a wide audience?

• Clearly distinguish:

• Difficult to understand due to inherent difficulty of the subject matter

• Some papers are simply too specialized to be readable for all.  We don’t 

want to exclude all those papers.

• Difficult to understand due to avoidable causes

• Ambiguity in writing

• Unnecessary complexity

• Papers should be as simple as possible, but not simpler
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Criterion: Language

• Many authors are not native English speakers.  We don’t want to exclude good work 

from being published because the authors’ command of English is imperfect

• On the other hand, a paper is written once (well, usually re-written multiple times) but 

read many times - so readability is important, and poor English reduces readability.

• Distinguish:

• mistakes that are a bit annoying but don’t hinder understanding

• mistakes (or even suboptimal phrasings) that hinder understanding / reduce clarity

• Try to help when you can, but do not reduce score for readability unless the mistakes  

truly cause problems with reading / understanding the paper

• Don’t be overconfident!  What you think is a mistake may be idiomatic.  Native English 

speakers have been accused of poor knowledge of English…
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Criterion: Scope

• When reviewing, be aware of what the scope of the conference / journal / track is

• E.g.: paper purely on convex optimization: does it fit in this machine learning 

conference?

• Depends on level of detail, clarity, background expected from reader

• For how many conference attendants will this be interesting?

• How many will be able to follow this?

• E.g., research track vs. application track

• “The paper does not introduce methodological novelty, it just solves an 

application problem” - well, depending on the track, that may be just right !
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Criterion: Interestingness

• Not every paper needs to present a new method that outperforms all existing ones

• The real contribution lies in what we learn from the paper, and how interesting that is

• Obviously, “new algorithm A outperforms the state of the art” is more interesting 
than “new algorithm A does not outperform the state of the art”

• But there are other ways in which results can be interesting

• Perhaps A is very simple and performs surprisingly well - shedding light on how 
(un)impressive the state of the art really is

• Perhaps there are arguments for believing A should outperform the state of the 
art - so if it doesn’t, where’s the flaw in the arguments ?

• A paper is useful if we gain new knowledge that we can build on in practical 
applications, or in future research
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Criterion: Interestingness

Interestingness increases monotonically with

• Surprise : no-one expected this to be true

• Convincingness: the results were more or less expected, but are now 

established beyond doubt, or in greater detail

• Insight: the results are interpreted and explained in a way that yields new 

insights

• Applicability: the more widely applicable these results are, the better



• A paper must have enough detail for the work to be reproducible, in principle

• Note: reproducible ≠ replicable!

• It is not enough to be able to replicate the experimental results, e.g., by 

running a script that comes with the paper

• It must be possible to independently write your own implementation of the 

proposed method / algorithm, run it on similar data, and get similar results 

(where “similar” is defined as “leading to qualitatively identical conclusions”)
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Criterion: Reproducibility



• What if :

• a paper reports great results (“we beat all the competition”) with some very complex approach

• you find it hard to believe, it seems too good to be true

• yet, the results are there, and you don’t have concrete evidence that something is wrong

• What to do?  “I have no choice but to accept these results, since I can’t prove them wrong”?

• No.  It is the authors’ responsibility to convince you that the approach works, e.g., by

• identifying the one thing in their approach that caused the big leap forward, and demonstrating that it 

indeed made the difference (e.g. present results with and without that key element)

• providing enough details about the experimental procedure to rule out all imaginable methodological 

mistakes

• Understanding why this works is important.  If a paper does not provide such an understanding, that may 

be a valid reason for rejection

• But: you cannot just say “I don’t believe the results”!  You must explain why you don’t find them credible.
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Criterion: Credibility
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Not a Criterion: Complexity

• A paper is not an exam.  Its purpose is not to “prove that the author is worthy of 

a PhD”.

• The paper does not have to look difficult. It does not have to be complicated. It 

does not have to present a solution that only clever people could think of. It 

only has to be a useful contribution (= informative, and of some interest)

• The basic rule: if reading the paper takes less time than finding and validating 

the solution yourself, it’s worth being published.
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Example
“We propose a very simple method that is shown to outperform the 

existing state of the art as found in the literature.”

Not acceptable as a reason for rejection. Either you know 

for sure that this is already known / used, and you prove 

that (provide a reference), or you don’t know for sure, and 

then you cannot use this argument.

The proposed method does not have much novelty, and 

it may be already used in the field.

(Literal quote from review)
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Not a Criterion: Personal Opinion

• Try to be objective.  You may believe these things, but only use objective arguments in 
your review.

• It is OK to state a personal opinion, as long as you make clear it is an opinion, and your 
final recommendation does not rely on that opinion

• E.g., you can tell the SPC “I don’t really believe these results, my personal experience 
with this problem tells me they are highly implausible.  There’s likely a bug somewhere, 
I just can’t put my finger on it”

• If another reviewer does find a bug, the SPC can put two and two together.  Reviewing 
is a collaborative effort.

This paper is using methods that I don’t believe in.

It solves a problem that I don’t really care about.

I don’t think this is the right way 

to approach that problem.
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Not a Criterion: Amount of Work Spent on This

• Sure, more extensive experimentation can be necessary …

• If the current set of results is simply not convincing (win on 2 datasets, lose on 1 : that 
does not prove you’ll win more often than lose, on average)

• If it is not clear how the current datasets were chosen (cherry-picking?)

• If the usefulness of this method depends on whether it outperforms state-of-the-art 
method X, and X is not compared to

• …

• … but then, just state the real argument, instead of stating “not enough experiments”

There are not enough experiments. You 

should test on at least 10 datasets. A classic !



• “No experimental comparison to SOTA”.  Ask yourself: is it needed?

• In 95% of cases: yes.  But be aware of that 5%.

• e.g.: theoretically very innovative work, novel insights, … may be valuable even if 
an implementation or experimental comparison is not possible at this time

• Experiments are meant to 

• answer questions that cannot be answered based on theory

• provide a sanity check (showing that the authors did not miss anything - the 
algorithm really behaves as expected)

• I am not arguing that experiments are not important!  They almost always are.  But 
do not demand experiments for the sake of experiments.  You must be able to say 
why they are needed, what the added value in this particular case is.
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“More Experiments Please”



• Experiments can be computationally expensive (often thousands of €!)

• Experimental comparisons that seem easy can actually be very hard

• Sometimes a method that is considered state-of-the-art is no longer available

• Sometimes earlier published results with method X cannot be reproduced with a 

substitute implementation of X (or even with the original implementation!)

• Is it really necessary to have more experiments?  Ask yourself:

• What are the authors trying to show?

• Do the experiments indeed show this in a convincing manner?

• “Convincing” depends on your prior belief…  A convincing theoretical argument may 

require only a sanity check. An ad-hoc method that somehow seems to work requires 

much more empirical support
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“More Experiments Please”



What About the Current Experiments?

• How have the datasets been chosen?

• How many suitable datasets are readily available?  How many have been 
used?  Is it argued why exactly these have been used?  Cherry-picking?

• How has parameter tuning been done? 

• Is there information leakage (may be subtle) from test set to training phase?

• Are competitors SOTA?  Are all competitors chosen?  If not, how have they 
been selected?  Are the conclusions aligned with this selection?

• All of this information is relevant for assessing how convincing the experimental 
results are

51
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Pitfalls : Intellectual Intimidation

• Don’t let yourself be intimidated by difficult argumentations / complex maths / …

• Clearly distinguish: 

• This is an area I don’t know much about, and that’s why I don’t get it - it’s not the authors’ fault

• I do know the area, and I think I could understand the paper if only the authors would provide 

clearer definitions / use less complex notation / show some examples / explain better

• Consider that papers are (ideally) reviewed by experts, but written for a more general audience.  

So if you think you know the area pretty well, yet you can’t understand this paper, what does that 

mean for the target audience?

• It is the authors’ responsibility to write clear and understandable papers

• When you do not fully understand the paper, you must inform the area chair (put it in your review 

or in the confidential comments).  And if you feel the authors made the paper unnecessarily 

opaque, that can be reason for rejecting the paper.

This is way too difficult for me!  

But I can’t write that - what will 

they think of me?  I’ll pretend I got 

it and it’s great work!
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Pitfalls : Fame & Authority

• Don’t be intimidated by famous names, or authorities in the field!  

• Even the brightest of people may

• make mistakes

• fail to catch mistakes made by their students

• lack the time to carefully check the final version of the paper

• have had decaffeinated coffee that morning

• Trust your own judgement.

Superman wrote this paper!

Who am I to doubt him?
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Ethical Aspects: Conflicts of Interest

• Whose paper can I review?  When is there a conflict of interest?

• Use your own judgement.  Whenever you would feel uncomfortable with a certain outcome for some paper, to 

the extent that it may affect your judgment, there is a COI. 

• Could be personal (your boyfriend wrote it)

• but also: risk of being scooped, …

• Perception also matters!  Even if you feel you can be objective, but others might perceive this as a COI, you 

may want to indicate a COI

• Standard sufficient conditions for COI: family relations, hierarchical relations, worked at same university / in 

same research group, recently collaborated, …

• COI is relative… 

• For an international conference, you may feel you know person X too well (e.g., because you’ve collaborated 

in a project on Y)

• For a dedicated workshop on Y, you may know most of the authors as well as X, and declaring COI for all of 

them would effectively ban you from reviewing any paper
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Ethical Aspects: Confidentiality

• Papers submitted for review are to be treated confidentially.

• Do not share them with others (unless for help with reviewing, and assuming 

they will respect confidentiality like you do)

• “What if reviewing a paper gave me ideas for follow-up work?”

• You must wait until it’s published to start with that follow-up work 

(admittedly, it may be hard to postpone thinking about it)

• It may be a good idea to contact the authors at that time, ask them if they’ve 

done any follow-up work, perhaps tell them about your idea and start a 

collaboration



• Enough to motivate the decision

• 1 paragraph may be acceptable. E.g.: “The authors provide an alternative for k-

means. In the experiments, the new method is systematically slower than k-

means and does not significantly outperform it on any dataset. So it is not clear 

under what circumstances this method might be useful. Overall, it is not clear 

what contribution this paper makes.”

• Typically, however, a full page of comments is appropriate.

• “Accept” does not require less explanation than “reject”!  The SPC needs to 

know why you think this paper should be accepted.
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How Detailed Should My Review Be?



• If you claim that this is not new, it has been done before, add a reference.

• If you feel the authors ignore important related work, provide references.

• If you feel they should compare to X, say why.

• If you feel there are not enough experiments, say why more are needed.  What 

would additional experiments contribute that’s not in there already?

• If you feel the paper is needlessly complex, language is poor, …: show examples

• These references and arguments are not only useful to the authors, they are 

essential because they make your claim verifiable / falsifiable.

E.g., “This was done before, by (ref)”: Authors can look up the reference and accept 

the criticism, or point out in their rebuttal that there are important differences
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Arguments are Essential
Wonderful!  Super!  Beautiful!

Rubbish. My dog could write 

this. In better English, too.



• Many reviewers tend to score papers near “borderline”

• Such recommendations are not very helpful to the SPC, even with arguments

• In your scores, make very clear what you think of each scored aspect

• If you always score “writing” 4-6 on a scale of 1-10, you’re probably too 

cautious.

• If you feel a paper contains mistakes that undermine its main results, make 

it a clear reject - don’t soften that result because the writing is excellent

• The overall score need not be the average of subscores.  (In fact, the 

minimum of those subscores may be more appropriate!)
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Take a Stance



• Some say it’s your responsibility to help authors become better writers.

• If you can do so at low (time) cost to yourself, please do. But it is not your primary concern.

• “Do I have to provide an exhaustive list of typos?”

• No.  Authors will likely appreciate it if you do, but it’s ultimately their responsibility, not 
yours, to make the paper typo-free.

• If you reject the paper partially because it has too many typos, do provide sufficient 
examples so the SPC understands just how bad it is

• “The main result of the paper is a proof.  The proof is wrong, but I know how to fix it.  Should I 
tell them?”

• If the fix is easy: probably yes.

• If the rest of the proof is trivial compared to this fix, and you feel you deserve credit for the 
fix: tough one… (you may want to consider giving up anonimity)
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How Helpful-to-Authors Should I Be?



• Not.

• When you feel this was a total waste of time and you feel abused by the 

authors, it may be hard to resist the urge to be offensive.  If necessary, write 

your review, let it rest for 2 days, then rewrite it to remove the sharp edges.

• Many people are offended by some of the standard phrasings accompanying 

the numerical scores at certain conferences:

• 2: I'm surprised this work was submitted to XXXX; a strong reject.

• 1: Trivial or wrong or already known. I will consider not reviewing for XXXX 

again if this submission is accepted.

• Try to be constructive and professional.
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How Abusive Can I Be?
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Not the Final Say

• As a reviewer, you do not make the final decision

• Your accept / reject score is a suggestion, a personal opinion

• Someone else should be able to make an informed decision, based on your input

• Therefore: provide arguments for all your evaluations.  

• Say why the paper should be accepted/rejected according to you.  

• Badly written?  State why you consider it badly written.  Show some examples.

• Experiments not convincing?  State why you are not convinced.

• Out-of-scope, not relevant, not useful, … : state why

• Your review must be interpretable no only to authors, but also to SPC, AC, PC chair, 

and your fellow reviewers



Many conferences have a discussion phase.  Take part in the discussion!

• Read author rebuttal, read other reviewers’ reviews

• If you disagree with another reviewer, state that, and say why

• If another reviewer points out things that you missed, re-evaluate the paper 

with this in mind

• Don’t be afraid to admit you missed some important problem, or to change your 

mind!  (If reviewers were perfect, we’d need only 1 per paper)
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Reviewing is a Collaborative Effort



• Write an informative review that (1) helps the AC make a decision and (2) helps 

the authors understand the reasons for the decision. 

• Focus on the things that matter, and provide arguments 

• Be fair, objective, honest, polite

• Be confident (but know your own limits)

• Be open to the opinions of the other reviewers
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Summary



----------- Strengths -----------

1. The problem is quite interesting and motivated 

----------- Weaknesses -----------

1. It does not propose novel methodology in terms of technical depth and interpretation insight. 

2. It seems that the paper hasn't completed. 

3. This work is more suitable to submit as demo paper.

----------- Review -----------

The problem of this work is quite interesting. However, it seems that the writing of this paper has not finished. The paper did not 
propose any novel methodology in terms of technical depth and interpretation insight. I think the work is more suitable to submit 
as a demo paper for other conferences. 

----------- Suggestions -----------

1. Enhance the technical depth 

2. The typesetting is chaotic. Please revise. 

3. Improve evaluation quality by adopting some well-known metrics. The visualization or case study is quite limited in data 
mining conferences. 
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Example of a Poor Review



---------- Three positive aspects of the paper -----------

(i) Clear writing 

(ii) Simple approach 

(iii) Detailed experiments 

----------- Three negative aspects of the paper -----------

(i) Lack of methodological novelty 

(ii) missing literature 

----------- Overall evaluation -----------

I think the paper tackles an important problem in general. However, the paper has two issues that 
prevent me from accepting the paper. (i) The paper does not have technical novelty. Moreover, I 
could not find any contributions that the authors even highlighted. (ii) Very surprisingly, the paper 
does not cite literature on missing data in time series or in general. 
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Example of a Poor Review



Practical 1:

Writing a Review
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Part 3:

Dealing with Reviewers

as an Author
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1. Prior to submitting your paper

• Anticipating how reviewers will view your paper

2. After seeing your initial (or first) reviews

• Understanding the reviewers’ comments

• Writing a rebuttal

3. After the final decision

• Coping with rejection

• Thinking about how to revise your paper
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Authors Interact with Reviewers in Three Ways



• Think about the review process

• Reviewers have little time 

• Reviewers receive many papers 

• Papers may not even match the reviewers’ expertises

• Easy to reject unclear, poorly written papers

• Solution: Try to anticipate how a reviewer will view and analyze your paper

• Tip: Ask colleagues to provide feedback on your paper prior to submission
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Prior to Submitting Your Paper



• Example: Recent submission to Special Issue on “Machinery Diagnostics and 

Prognostics Using Artificial Intelligent Techniques”

• Our approach: Clustering for anomaly detection on drivetrains

• Comment: “The authors should address what is the contribution by using 

artificial intelligent techniques in this manuscript.”

• Problem: Thought it was obvious that cluster falls in AI 

• Solution: Explicitly state what is AI and provide references

• Tip: Read CfP carefully and possibly refer to it
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Problem: Out of Scope

Challenges: Lack of familiarity with field; scope not clearly communicated



• Examples: Common reviewer comments are

• “Please explain the novelty of X.”

• “I could not find any contributions that the authors even highlighted.”

• Problem: Failure to explicitly state what is new and why it is new

• Solution: Statements like 

• “This paper makes the following contributions…”

• “The key novelties of our approach compared to existing work are…”

• “In contrast to prior work, we do …”

• Tip: Explicitly state contributions in introduction (e.g., say “our contributions”)
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Problem: Scoping Your Contribution



• Example: Same anomaly detection paper 

• Our approach: Assumes anomalous and healthy behavior differs

• Comment: “in my opinion, these assumptions can hardly be achieved in 
real applications…some fault behavior can be similar with normal”

• Problem: Thought like a data miner

• This is *the* classic assumption in unsupervised anomaly detection in DM 

• Well-known that it is often, but not always, violated

• Solution: Give examples where it holds but acknowledge it is not always true

• Tip: Cite prior work that makes same assumptions
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Problem: Failure to Justify Choices

Challenge: Comments like “it is time to move beyond this assumption”



• Example of claims that may appear in a paper: 

• “We are the first to do X”

• “We consider the novel setting X” 

• Common response: “I searched for X on google and found…”

• Solution: Google prior to submission

• Tips 

• Explicitly state the key differences of your work compared to prior work

• Do not assume your advisor or senior post doc knows ALL related work!
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Problem: Missing Related Work

Challenge: Papers appearing (e.g., arXiv) right before/after submission



• Examples: Comments from reviewers

• “Indeed, it is hard to see some meaningful messages from Figs. 1-5. ”

• “To me, how the data is processed into features, and how the features are 

used to compute probability estimation…remains hidden.”

• Problem: Muddled messages 

• Solution: Ask colleagues to pre review the paper

• Tip: Have paper ready 2 weeks before deadline, set aside for 1 week, reread it
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Problem: Writing

Challenge: Reviewers are overconfident about their language skills



• Examples of typical types of comment types

• “X consistently outperforms other methods and should be included”

• “Neither does the paper include other well-known baselines like…”

• Problem: Missed related work or did not say why you selected your baselines

• Solution: Try to justify your choices, but it is hard with all the possible methods

• Tips: Cover obvious/well-known approaches and go for a diverse set
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Problem: Empirical Evaluation

Challenge: So many possible baselines, each reviewer has biases/favorites



• Often you get to see your reviews and respond to them prior to a final decision

• Conferences like AAAI,  IJCAI, ICML, NeurIPS

• Major / Minor revisions in a journal

• Why it helps the review process

• Minimize work (i.e., rereview) by quickly clarifying misunderstandings

• Can help “meta-review” identify reviewers who did a poor (or good job)

• Authors may feel better if they can answer criticism

• Why it does not help

• Extra work / overhead in the process

• Reviewers may ignore response or unwilling to change opinion
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Reacting to Reviews



• You have limited space so focus on points that will affect a reviewer’s opinion

• Try to point out things that the reviewer misunderstood about the paper

• Identify factual mistakes

• Provide justification for choices

• Possibly extra results 

• Structure your response in a clear way:

• Point by point 

• Reviewer by reviewer

• Important points earlier

• Be polite but not necessarily deferential 
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Writing a Rebuttal for a Conference Paper



• Important comments: Criticize choices or hint at misunderstandings

• “Why did you pick these datasets?”

• “I miss what is novel about this work”

• “It is hard to see some meaningful messages”

• “X consistently outperforms other methods and should be included”

• Less important comments: Things that should not affect accept/reject

• The colors in the charts are not optimal 

• You have typos
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Tip: Focus on Most Important Points



• Comment: “Indeed, it is hard to see some meaningful messages from Figs. 1-

5.”

• Response: These could be optimized with clearer take aways. 

• Fig 1 is the key one as it shows the benefit of SAR vs. SCAR. The takes 

away is SAR results in better predictive performance than SCAR on 5 

datasets and equivalent on 3. 

• Fig 2: SAR (SCAR) overestimates of propensity scores (label frequency) 

hurt performance less than underestimates. This relates to our theory. 

• Note: We have used text from the rebuttal in a final version or a resubmit
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Tip: Directly and Succinctly Make a Point



• Comment: “I'm not sure how realistic it is to assume that [beta] is known in real 

world application domains.”

• Response: As per Sections 6.1 and 6.2 beta is often known via domain 

knowledge (e.g. on lines 299-305)…Alternatively, beta can be estimated from 

data via various techniques (see references on line 305) and (Tax & Duin, 

Pattern Recognition Letters, 1999).”

• Why this is good:

• Shows AC / SPC that reviewer may not have carefully read the paper

• Easy / succinct
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Tip: Refer to Your Paper if Possible



• Typical KDD ADS Comment: The paper is applied and does not make a 

methodological contribution.

• Response: The 2019 KDD CfP states: “The Applied Data Science Track is 

distinct from the Research Track in that submissions focus on applied work 

addressing real-world problems and systems demonstrating tangible 

impact/value in their respective domains.”

• Comment: This is more engineering than research

• Response: The CfP says “We encourage all types of contributions including 

theoretical, engineering and applied” (IJCAI 2017)
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Tip: Refer to the Paper or CfP if Relevant



• Anecdote: My ICML 2006 paper with Mark Goadrich had

• 1 positive reviewer

• 2 reviewers who said everything in our paper was known

• Our rebuttal: A long list of papers (by famous people) in well-known 

conferences who made the mistakes we discussed in the paper  

• Risky, but it paid off
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Tip: Feel Free to Take a Chance 



• Much like writing a conference rebuttal

• Key differences: 

• No space constraint 

• More likely to be read than conference rebuttal 

• Structure the rebuttal:

• Comment: “They…use an old package from 2007 to implement the ell_1 
regularized logistic regression required in the L1 method; see LIBLINEAR 
(http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear) for a more state of the art ell_1 
regularized logistic solver that is much faster.”

• Response: We reran structure and parameter learning using LIBLINEAR... 
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Writing a Rebuttal for a Journal Paper



• Comment: “it may be worthwhile to add an extra paragraph discussing how 

this two-phase approach is related to hybrid methods for learning Bayesian 

networks.” 

• Response: We have added a brief discussion…This appears at the end of the 

DT-BLM section (bottom of page 11).

• Other approaches:

• Use different color for new text in the paper

• Copy new paragraph into the letter
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Tip: Make It Easy to Verify Your Changes



• Comment: “Although the breadth of the experimental comparisons is already 

quite good. If the authors wish to further improve them…Another highly-

relevant…method that would make the experiments very thorough would be to 

include a constraint-based structure learning method. ”

• Response: “We excluded constraint-based Markov network structure learners 

because these algorithms are attempting to find independencies, and are 

typically evaluated by how accurately they recover the edges of a known 

structure from samples. This is a very different goal from our algorithms and 

experiments, which focus on learning Markov networks for accurate probability 

estimation.” 
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Tip: If You Disagree You MUST CONVINCINGLY 

ARGUE WHY!



• Effectively you will get one of three outcomes

• Reject

• Major revisions / conditional accept

• Accept

• In each case you need to revise the paper according to reviewers’ comments

• Submission to a different conference or journal

• Revised version to same venue

• Camera ready version
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The Final Decision

Challenge: Paper not necessarily rereviewed by same people 



• Example: Kargar et al. paper on consistent hashing (STOC 1997) initially 
rejected because reviewers saw no practical applications

• Paper has > 2000 citations

• Foundation for Akamai which currently has a market cap of $15B

• Used for early peer-to-peer systems (e.g., Napster)

• Used in Amazon’s Dynamo NoSQL DB

• Example: Daume et al.  (MLJ 2009) was rejected from ICML

• Paper has > 400 cites

• See: http://hunch.net/?p=188
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Fact: Good (Great) Papers Get Rejected

There are many more examples of these



• Fundamental issues: 

• Younger researchers need (or feel they need) publications in top venues to 

get PhD, job, tenure, etc. 

• You work hard on submissions and it sucks when people do not like them 

• Do not tie value of work to what three random people think of it! 

• There is work that I am happy about that has been cited that has never 

been “officially” published

• Of course, it is easier to give advice than take it (+ having tenure helps)  
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Coping with Rejection



• Jeff Naughton in an ICDE invited talk:
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Comments about Publication Counts
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Comment about Tenure Letters



• If you resubmit to a new venue you could have the same reviewers

• Reviewers review for multiple conferences

• Easier to rereview a paper that you’ve looked at before

• Has pros and cons

• +Reviewer can see improvement

• -Reviewer may simply not like the work

• Resubmitting without making changes is usually not acceptable

• Reviewers annoyed if their comments are not addressed = auto reject

• Reviewers often have helpful comments: Chance to improve your paper
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Making Changes for Resubmitting to a New Venue



• Reviewers have made an effort to give you helpful feedback

• Try to address their concerns: Doing so often results in a better paper

• Add clarifications

• Possibly extra experiments

• Citations (if relevant)

• Fix minor issues (typos, grammar, etc.)

• Note: If there was a rebuttal, you’ve also probably put extra effort into 
improving the paper
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Making Changes to Accepted Papers



• An example of a meta-review

• In Table 2, can you include the number of attributes (budget) for which the 

prediction was made? This will bring completeness to the results… In 

Figure 2(left column, bottom), static model with Greedy Attribute selection 

seems to be doing up to 2% better than other models. This should be 

explained/discussed/mentioned in the text. 

• You refer to the curves as dashed and solid. But I can hardly see any 

dashed lines - they appear gray to me. Please fix this. 

• All these points are easy and reasonable: Authors should fix them
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Examples of Easy Points



Part 4:

Being a PC chair, 

Action Editor or Area Chair

95



Roles of SPC, AC

96
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Being a Senior PC Member / Area Chair

• As a senior researcher, you may be asked to take a role higher up in the 

hierarchy

• Terminology and roles differ among conferences

• Meta-reviewer : reviews the reviews (sometimes called AC or SPC)

• Area chair (AC): makes a final recommendation within one area

• PC chairs: make the final decision

• Increasingly higher-level overviews: number of papers = (for instance) 7 for PC 

member, 20 for meta-reviewer, 100 for area chair, 1000 for PC chairs
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Meta-reviewer

• Also called “senior PC member” (e.g., IJCAI) or “area chair” (e.g., ECMLPKDD)

• Main task: review the reviews, and come to a single recommendation

• Prod reviewers who are late with submitting their review / find a replacement reviewer 

(ideally the PC chair does this, but some help is always welcome)

• Read reviews, check that they are fair / polite / informative

• Ask for clarifications when something is unclear

• Lead a discussion among the reviewers if you find contradictory elements in the reviews

• Read rebuttals, prod reviewers to take the rebuttal into account

• Read the paper yourself, if necessary

• When you have enough information to make a high-confidence recommendation, write a 

meta-review that motivates your decision
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Meta-reviewer

• “I’ll just average the scores of the reviews and be done with it”

• If that was what the PC-chairs wanted, they would use a computer program instead of meta-

reviewers

• Different reviewers may use different scales, some may put the bar too low / too high, some may 

have more expertise than others, some may have much stronger arguments than other, some 

may simply be unfair, …  Interpret and form your own opinion.

• “When there is a consensus among reviewers, can I still go against them?”

• Yes.  You make the recommendation, you are responsible for the outcome.

• Of course, if you want to do this, you should probably start a discussion with the reviewers, 

explain your arguments, and hear what they think, before making such a rather drastic decision

• Be confident, go against reviewers if you feel you must, but do not abuse your power.  There’s 

(usually) a good reason why reviewers voted the way they did.
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Workload

• Do not assume that being a meta-reviewer is less work!

• Reviewing one paper is sometimes less work than meta-reviewing one

• Chase reviewers, interpret reviews, lead discussion, weigh all arguments 

against each other, and if all else fails, still read the paper yourself

• Being a meta-reviewer is not too much work, when you have 3 excellent 

reviewers - but that is not often the case…

• It is your job, as a meta-reviewer, to come to an informed conclusion, whatever 

the quality of the reviews.  You are responsible for the outcome.

Cute, I can now delegate all the 

hard work to others!

SPC
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Sub-reviewers

• “I don’t like to be at the bottom of the hierarchy.  As a reviewer, can I use sub-

reviewers?”

• It depends on the conference.  Some allow it officially, others explicitly ask not 

to do that.

• When you do use a sub-reviewer:

• You are responsible for guaranteeing the quality!  Ask only people you trust.  

If it’s a PhD student: discuss their review, or co-review the paper with them

• If there a discussion about the paper, it is typically expected that you take 

part in the discussion; so you should still know the paper

• Acknowledge the sub-reviewer!
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Other Tasks of SPC / AC

• Help populate the PC

• Recommend good candidates for PC membership (>10) that have not yet 

been recommended by others

• Enter their names, affiliations, emails, …

• Nominate best paper candidates

• Nominate distinguished reviewers

• …



Tasks for the PC chair
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Organizing the Review Process

• Especially for large conferences, the reviewing process as a whole is complex

• Many people are involved, with different roles

• The structure differs from one conference to another

• So, people will not know what to do unless you tell them - precisely
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Clarity: Clearly Define All the Roles

• Be very clear about the role of each person

• PC member, senior PC member, area chair, … :

• Who writes reviews?

• Who chases missing reviews?

• Who starts the discussion?

• Do reviewers know each others’ name?

• Make sure people do not only know their job, but also the other people’s jobs
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Some Examples

• At one conference, I was asked (as SPC) to write a review myself, before seeing the other reviews. 
After that, I should switch to the role of meta-reviewer: start the discussion, write a meta-review, …

• I’m both reviewer and meta-reviewer

• Confusing for other reviewers if they don’t know this - from their point of view, one fellow 
reviewer suddenly starts bossing around the others, while the AC remains idle

• One AC told me “you wrote your meta-review before all reviews were in!” (it wasn’t my meta-
review, it was my review)

• Other examples of unclear or inconsistent distribution of tasks:

• some reviewers getting spammed by SPC and AC about missing reviews, others not getting any 
reminders at all

• One SPC saying “please upload review by tomorrow”, next, PC chair saying “you have 3 more 
days” - embarrassing to SPC, confusing to PC member
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Efficiency: How to Avoid Redundant Work?

• 1: hierarchical organization with clearly defined, disjoint sets of tasks for 

different roles

• 2: inform people involved well in advance about the tasks, and indicate dates

• Many reviewers have to block the time needed for reviewing in their 

agendas, months in advance

• Changes to the schedule later on can cause problems

• 3: have early rejects…
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Early Rejects

• Reasons for commonly using 3 expert reviewers: 

• Exploit different types of expertise (reviewers complement each other)

• Introduce redundancy (guarding against occasional misunderstandings)

• Sometimes, you do not need an expert (let alone 3) to see that a paper lacks 

novelty / rigor / impact potential

• Rejecting these papers on the basis of a single brief review saves a lot of work 

(cf. “desk rejects” by journal editors)

• Having the SPC check papers before reviewer assignment reduces overall 

effort, but may prolong the review process by a week or so
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Incentives: How to Reward People for Writing Good 

Reviews?

• Many researchers complain that one doesn’t get credit for excellent reviewing work

• Sure, they can put on their CV “reviewer for ICML, NeurIPS, …”

• But they can do that regardless of whether they write good reviews

• Some solutions:

• Financial incentive: waive registration fee waivers for a selection of excellent 

reviewers 

• Explicit credit for great work:

• Have awards for distinguished reviewers / SPC / AC

• Publish lists of people who did a particularly good job

• Having these on your CV does demonstrate that you take your tasks seriously
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Scaling the Reviewing Process

• Number of submissions to AI / ML conferences has exploded

• So have the reviewing efforts 

• How to make this scale?

• Enlarge PC (problem finding people!)

• Have even more layers in the hierarchical structure (involves even more people)

• Inherent problem: people become authors before becoming reviewers — so, in times 
of growth, # submissions increases much faster than # potential reviewers

• Reviewers in ML are currently heavily overloaded

… in 2006 !

“… the main problem is that the traditional peer reviewing process cannot scale up 

when a field is growing rapidly: the number of experienced reviewers lags the number 

of new researchers entering the field, with the result that either reviewing delays grow 

unacceptably or less experienced reviewers are recruited leading to less good 

reviewing decisions.”

F. Pereira
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How Much Reviewing Should You Do?

• Quote: “I review about 3 times as many papers as I submit”

• Note: submit, not publish

• From the point of view that each submission gets 3 reviewers, that seems to make sense

• But:

• 1: It assumes an average of one “reviewing-capable” author per paper

• Many papers are submitted by authors who are not yet considered good candidate reviewers

• A minority of submissions have more than one

• 2: It ignores other tasks in the reviewing process (e.g. SPCs, ACs, …)

• 3: It ignores conferences that use 4, 5, … reviewers per paper

• A personal opinion: “5-7 times number of submissions” is probably a better estimate

• For senior researchers (supervising >1PhD student), this can easily translate to 50 papers per year

• And that’s just doing your share!



• Prof. Brain is supervising 5 students

• All of them submitted a paper in 2018; 2 got in, 3 were rejected and after 

improvement got resubmitted to another conference

➔ that’s 8 submissions in total

• All were evaluated by 3 reviewers + 1 SPC + 1 AC

➔ assuming SPC and AC have as much work as a reviewer: 8 x 5 = 40 “review units”

• Prof. Brain has generated a reviewing load equivalent to 40 reviews

• If Prof. Brain has been SPC for IJCAI, PC member for ECMLPKDD, ICML, and KDD, 

and reviewed 2 journal articles in 2018, she’s more or less done her share
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Example
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How to Distribute the Load More Equally?

• “Ask authors of submitted papers to review papers”

• Nice idea, but making them review ≠ making them write good (fair, informative) 

reviews…

• We’ve seen reviews with only scores (no text whatsoever), reviews of 1 

sentence, reviews with just 6 bullets (3 positive points: …, 3 negative points: 

…)

• Such reviews are not acceptable, they do not help the SPC make a 

recommendation at all
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How to Distribute the Load More Equally?

A (Controversial?) Proposal

• For each submitted paper:

• Indicate one author who agrees to write ≥2 reviews (reviews as PC member included)

• These reviews are evaluated by SPC / AC

• The evaluation counts towards acceptance of the submitted paper.  Writing better 

reviews increases your chances of getting your paper accepted.

• Each paper gets 2 reviews from PC (“quality guarantee”) + 2 reviews from other authors 

(less quality guarantee, but strong incentive)

• Decreases load for PC, involves authors

• Puts the “peer” back in “peer review”
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Is This Fair?

• “But what if an author writes great papers but just doesn’t know how to write good reviews?”

• Form/style?  Clear reviewing instructions can be provided

• Content?  Writing a top-quality paper yourself implies knowledge of the domain + ability to 
critically assess your own work (hence, also other people’s work)

• “Papers should get accepted/rejected on the basis of their own quality, not on other criteria”.  True, 
but:

• 1. We can assess that quality more accurately on the basis of good reviews

• 2. Within a very large contingent of good papers (something like all but top 3%), acceptance is 
highly random (2014 NeurIPS experiment: 60% of accepted papers would be rejected when 
reviewed a second time - entirely random would make that 78%)

• So “rough estimate of paper quality + luck” -> “good estimate of paper quality + review quality + 
luck”, where review quality likely correlates positively with paper quality

http://hunch.net/?p=467864


Practical 2:

Formulating a Meta Review
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Summary
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• It is important that you as a scientist participate in the process

• It is crucial that you do a good job

• Provide reviews that you would want to receive: 

• Constructive 

• Respectful

• But not necessarily positive
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Take Away 1: Peer Review is a Foundational Piece of 

the Scientific Process 



• Reviewing or meta reviewing is a significant time commitment!

• Reviewers are volunteers!

• Do not create extra work

• Respond to invites

• Submit reviews on time 

• Participate in discussion

• Not being prompt creates substantial overhead!
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Take Away 2: Reviewing Is Extremely Time 

Consuming


